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increase in state support, the
number of businesses grew 33
percent faster than in Illinois.
~'he study also said the
number of businesses
nationally grew Tl percent
faster than in Illinois.
"That's the same message

we've been trying to put
across," Chancellor !..awrence
Pettit said.
"In the old days, when a
business was looJr:ing at where
it wanted to relocate, it was
interested in low wages and
low taxes. Now they put that

icials

criteria a~ the bottom of their
list."
Pettit was at a meeting of
university system heads in
Springfield Monday discUSSing
the direction state universities
need to take in support of 3 tax
increase.
Keith Sanders, dean of the
College of Communications
and Fine Arts, said, "I'm not
surprised with any finding that
we are losing jobs becalL~ we
are not funding higher

education at & competitive
level."
Sanders, who attended the
meeting ?:'~th Petti!., is working
in Springfield to coordinate
state universities' efforts to to
get a tax increase to supplement funding for higher
education.
"The quality and number of
educational opportunities in a
state or region is important in
See TAXES, Page 5

Tax hike unlikely,
lawmakers say

ntify

tim

By Dana DeBeeumont

Gov. James R. Thompson
said March 22 that he plans to
Two downstate lawmakers unveil an income tax increase
say it is unlikely that a tax proposal in May and that the
increase will be passed during . plan might be linked to a boost
this legislative session.
in the gasoline tax. A gasoli'le
state senators Ralph Dunn tax increase may fail if it
and Glenn Poshard described stands alone, Thompson said.
several routes that a tax inEven if the income tax increases might take - and crease stands atone, it would
some of the obstacles they pass in the Senate but would
might hit - at a press con- probabaly be defeated in the
ference Monday in the Student House of Representatives,
Center.
Dunn said.
There is talk of combining
"A lot of senators woul~1n t
increases in income and want to get bung out to dry by
gasoline taxes, Dunn, R-Du voting for a tax increase if they
Quoin, said.
didn't think it would pass in the
!sut since the gas tax bas House.," Dunn said. "I'm DOt
little relation to buman ser- sure that a modest 5-pereeut
vices and 1I1(8t of the mooey it increase would do it anyway."
generates is earmarked for the
The education budget
Deparment of Transportation, proposed this year is 4 percent
legislators will have a bard lesS than t!n: ii187 education
time voting for such an in- budget. Thompson, on
crease, be said.
numerous occasions, bas said
Poshard said, "Legislators educatation will DOt get more
will back off. If it <the income money unless there is a tax
tax increase) is tied to a increase.
package deal, it will be
State legislators may choose
defeated."
to invoke the increase to
The Department of Tran- restore funds lost by Thompsportation already bas a hefty son's 4 percent aCl"OliS-thEsurplus in the budget, he said.
board bUdget cut in July of
"They say it's (the surplus) 1987.
been spent on future projects,
Both Posbard and Dunn said
but it's still in the budget," that they support a .5 percent
Poshard, D-Carterville, explained.
See INCREASE. Page 5
Staff Writer
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I no word about
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aynight.
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would not comment
ler any evidence was
lr around the car.
ar and body were
2'd by a group of teenout 7 miles southwest
's Kitchen Lake on
omfort Road in nor'lion County.
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Bug-eyed
Member of Sigma Phi Epsilon (left to right) Scott Woods,
senior In administration of Justice; Pete Beemsterboer.
sophomore In economics; Mark Stokes, Junior In administration of Justice; and John Thorson, junior In
marketing, find a surprise on their front porch.

Charges possible over 'cheap shot'
By John Mohler
Staff Writer

A University student is
considering filing charges
against an unidentified man
who broke his jaw April 5 and
against a Carbondale police
officer who allowed the attacker to leave the scene.
Todd Newton, senior in
marketing, said a private
attorney urged him to discuss

with the state's attornty office
the attack to determine
Newton's legal options. The
attack ocurred on South
Dlinois Avenue.
Poli.ce said the identity of the
officer is not known because no
report of the incident was
made.
Witnesses Bill Sarocka,
senior in marketing, and Mike
Heron, senior in ad-

ministration of justice, said
the man approached Newton
from behind and struck him in
the face as Newton was
separating two people who
were fighting.
Newton fell against a wall,
then to the pavement as four
Carbondale police officers
arrived at the scene.
See CHARGES, Page 5

Gus Bode

Gus ..ys any cop story
should be taken with a grain
o' ..1t.

Captors vow to kill Marine if plane raided
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI) The pro-Iranian captors of Lt.
Col. William Higgins said
Monday they will kill the U.S.
marine if security forces
storm the hijacked Kuwait
Airways jetliner at Larnaca
airport in Cyprus.
The warning by the
Organiza ~ion of thf: Oppressed
on Earth was the second by
pro-Iranian fudamentalists in
less than 24 hours linking the
fate of Western hostages in
Lebanon to the hijacking.

The Islamic Jihad, which
holds U.S. and French
hostages, had warned late
Sunday it would kill its captives if troops raided the plane.
The statement by the
Organization of the Oppressed
on Earth said the group is
backing the hijackers' demand
for the release of 17 Shiite
prisoners held in Kuwait for
the bombing of the U.S. and
French embassies in
December 1983.
"We express our respect for

those strugglers (the
hijackers)," the organization
said in the Arabic-language
statement sent to a Western
news agency in west Beirut.
"We will hang the American
agent, Colonel William
Higgins, on gallows in case any
attempt to storm the plane
occured," the group said.
Higgins, 43, head of a 75member U.N. truce observation team, was kidnapped Feb. 17 while driving
south of the port city of Tyre in

southetn Lebanon.
The Organization of the
Oppressed on Earth claimed
responsibility for the kidnapping and accused Higgins,
a resident of Woodridge, Va.,
of being a CIA agent who
collected information on
Moslem fundamentalists in
southern Lebanon.
The threat Monday came
hours after hijackers on the
Kuwaiti plane killed a second
S.. HIJACK, Page 5
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Attention Graduates
The
Announcements are now in

Israel expel~

j\

-~b~

accused of leading riots

JERUSALEM (UPIl - Israel Monday expelled eight Arabs
accused of leading the Palestinian uprising in the West Bank and
Gaza Strip and issued orders for the deportation of 12 others,
including six residents of a village where a teenage Israeli girl
was killed last week. The expulsions ended an unofficial freeze
on deportations - a practice condemned by most of the world,
including the United States - and threatened to set off a new
round of bloody rioting.

Duarte revokes amnesty granted to 3 rebels

I

THURS. Italian Beef

GENEVA (UPI) - The World Health Organization reported
Monday a 4.7 percent increase in Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome cases in March and the United States still accounts for
tw~thirds of the global total. The organization said the known
world total as of March 31 was 85,273 against the previous Feb. 29
total of 81,433 - a rise during March of 3,840 cases. The 55,167
cases in the United States represented 64.7 percent of all
reported cases.

MANILA, Philippines (UPI) - Defense Secretary Fidel
Ramos advised President Corazon Aquino Monday against
canceling a trip abroad because of fears a fugitive colonel will
mount another attempt to topple the goverment. "She should
go, " Ramos told the Senate Defense Committee investigating the
April 2 escape from military detention of former army Col.
Gregorio Honasan, who led a bloody coup attempt that almost
toppled Aquino's government last year.
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Newswrap

SAN SALVADOR, EI Salvador (UPI) - President Jose
Napoleon Duarte revoked an order to grant amnesty to three
rebels implicated in the 1985 sidewalk cafe slayings of 13 people
including six Americans, judicial officials said Monday. Rene
Valdivieso, secretary of the military appeals court, said the case
is still under investigation and the three rebels would stand trial.
A sentence of five to 20 years in jail is possible, he said.

Senate debates $1.1 trillion plan on spending
WASHINi'iTON (UPI) - Leaders of the Senate Budget
Committee asked lawmakers Monday to go along with their $1.1
trillion spending blueprint, designed to help shrink the federal
deficit and rearrange domestic budget priorities. The fiscal 1989
proposal, a bipartisan package put together by Committee
Chairman Lawton Chiles, D-Fla., and the panel's senior
Republican, Sen. Pete Domenici of New Mexico, includes
provisions that mirror those suggested by President Reagan and
the House in their separate budget plans.

u.S. will sign Afghan accords, Rea.pan says
WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Reagan said Monday that
Secretary of State George Shull.! will sign on as a guarantor to
the agreements governing the Soviet military withdrawal from
Afghanistan and calling for a non-aligned Afghan nation. The
decision to serve as co-guarantor of the agreement marked a
major diplomatic movement in the 8-year-old war between the
Soviet supported government and Islamic fundamentalist rebels
backed by the United States.

Trial starts for man charged in family's death
MARSHFIELD, Mo. (UPI) - Jury selection began Monday in
the murder trial of a dairy farmer accused in the deaths of seven
family members during a shooting murder spree that officials
said he tried to pin on a dead nephew. James Eugene Schnick, 36,
is accused in the shooting deaths of his wife, Julie, 30; her
brother, Steven Buckner, 35, his wife, Jan, 36; and the Buckners'
four sons - Kirk, 14, Dennis, 8, Tim, 6, and Michael, 2. If c0nvicted, Schnick could be sentenced to death in the state's gas
chamber.

Report: Education reform Ignores teachers

the University Bookstore.
Stop by this week
and pick them Up.

SANTA MONICA, Calif. (UPI) - Education reform in
America bas produced an abundance of legislation but few
substantive changes because teachers have largely been excluded from the process, a Rand report released Monday said.
Most of the reform activity in the 1980s bas been more COl!cerned
with regulating standards without focusing on the nature of
teaching and the roles of teachers, the report said. The study
found the education reform movement produced an "awesome"
amount of state legislation.
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Senate to study undergrad
education guidelines, policy
By Curtis Winston

University-wide review un- jectives."
derway.
The status and welfare
Procedures for reviewing
Changes in the University committee also has reviR'ed
undergraduate education and Honors Program also will be considerations for changes in
guidelines for general brought to the senate by the the fall semester schedule to
education courses will be part committee.
accommodate a mid-semester
of a large agenda at the faculty
The committee has break.
senate meeting at 1 p.m. today recommended raising the
Dale sairl the fall break is
in the Student Center minimum
ACT score discussed every year.
Mississippi Room.
requirement for entering However, committee reviews
The senate's undergraduate freshmen honors students by have f;.l!md that a break would
education policy committee one pomt. Only students who not be feasibJe, so "no change
has recommended the ap- rank at or above the 95th in the schedule will be
proval of two documents tlmt percentile of ACT scores would recommended," she said.
would provide a basis for be admitted to the program.
A resolution to change
adding new general education Current requirements admit research faculty titles also will
courses and reviewing the students who score in the 89th
~R=:~ft~ status and
entire
undergraduate percentile.
education program.
The proposal also would
The Graduate Council has
The review is being con- rearrange the honors program recommended the titles
ducted in response to a Sep- description in the cataloe so research assistant professor,
tember 1987 mandate from the ihe material is clearer to the research associate professor
Illinois Board of Higher reader.
and research professor. The
Education that state univerThe wording for honors professor titles would replace
sities conduct regular reviews degrees also will be discussed. a scientist title.
of undergraduate education The committee has recomAlso up for senate action is a
with an emphasis on general mended returning to the Latin resolution changing payment
education.
designation of Cum Laude for of faculty retirement benefits
The
undergraduate graduating with honors, in relation to summer emCum Laude for high ployment.
education review procedures Magna
honors and Summa Cum
would take four years to be Laude
The resolution would allow
for
highest honors.
faculty to make up for the
implemented. During that
Also on the agenda are items
time the office of the vice from
three months of nonthe status and welfare employment
president for academic affairs
paying 8
which will present percent of up tobythree
and the undergraduate acommittee,
months
that
clearly
one-page
report
education policy committee outlines what the University salary into the State
would set up a review process mission statement should say, University Retirement System
of the general education Doris Dale, committee during each of the last four
program.
years before retirement.
The review also would have chairwoman, said.
The resolution stateS that a
all deans review the unSenate reviews have found majority of faculty members
dergraduate major programs the five-page mission are employed for only nine
in their respective colleges.
statement draft "poorly months every year.
Committee chairman written, poorly proofed and Retirement income is
Thomas Jefferson said that poorly done," as well as being calculated on the basis of 48
existing review policies from "generally ambiguous and months of work completed in
academic departments would having no emphasis on the the four calendar years before
be used to help get the University's future ob- retirement.
Staff Writer

Candidates: Stude~t vote
with Trustees important
By Susan Curtis
Staff Writer

Candidates in Wednesday's election agree that
the student representatives
on the Board of Trus~
should haVE; a binding vote.
Darrell Johnson, student
trustee candidate, said it
"wouldn't be inappropriate
for student:; to have a vote"
and that he would be willing
to work for it.
Other colleges, especially
several
community
colleges, have student
representatives who vote on
the board, Johnson said.
There are two student
trustees on the board, one
from Slli-C and oue from
SIU-E.
Student trustees h2.ve two
votes, a binding vote in
committee meetings and an
advisory vote in full board
meetings.
Student trustees also can
make proposals to the board
and second motions.
Students sbould have a
vote on every board on
campus,
Stephanie
Bedinger, Stand Party vice
presidential candidate,
said.
"Our vote is as important
as the administration's and
it's our money and
education that decisions are
being made about," she
said.
Chuck
Hagerman,
Phoenix Party presidential
candidate, agreed.
"It would really help
make it a more effective
voice for students," he said.
Bill Hall, Alliance Party

presidential candidate, said
the student trustee should
have a full vote on the Board
of Trustees, as students do
at some other universities.
Phil Lyons, SIU-C's ootgoing student trustee, said
the Legislature ga'/e
students representation and
an advisory vote on
university and college
boards in 1973. The
Legislaillie could allow the
student trustee a full vote,
Lyons said.
Indiana students have a
binding vote on the board,
Lyons said. But the vote
might not make much
difference because board
decisio:ls usually are
unanimous, he said.
Lyons said a binding vote
"would make the student
more respected as a board
member."
The student trustee
should bring students' ideas
and feelings to the Board of
Trustees and should get
those through student
governmental bodies, Lyons
said.
"I hi:we changed the
wording on a few items in
front of the board, " he said.
"Whether or not they
(other board members)
listen to the student trustee
depends on who the student
trustee is," Lyons said. The
student trustee has to be
willing to speak out, he
added.
Chancellor Lawrence K.
Pettit said most votes aren't
close enough for the student
trustees' votes to make any
difference.

Asian Studies Association
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Opinion & Commentary

Stand up and vote
for Alliance ticket
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT ORGANIZATION
elections will be held Wednesday on the second floor of the
Student Center. We strongly en(:ourage all students to
vote.
We endorse Alliance presidential candidate Bill Hall and
his running mate Larvester Gaither. Hall's experience in
student government, his research skills and his general
disposition seem more suited to effective leadership than
any of the other candidates.
The chief dilemma in making an endorsement was too
many good choices. All three parties have strong points
and are very energetic about implementation (if their
ideas. The situation can be likened to what New York Gov.
Mario Cuomo called an "embarrasment of riches" when
referring to the crop of Democratic candidates for the
presidency.

Letters

BUT THE ENDORSEMENT of Hall and Gaither doesn't
imply that the other parties are without positive attributes. Presidential hopeful Cindy Schnaitmann and her
vice-presidential running mate Stephanie Bedinger of the
Stand party seek a much more representative form of
government than SIU-C has been used to, saying student
concerns would set their agenda.
Improving the quality of life
The Stand Party targets arbitrary searches on demand in the Carbondale area is
at Mae Smith, Neely and Schneider Halls, sexual coming closer. By bringing a
harassment and book theft from Morris Library as mass transit system to Carbondale the quality of life
problems that must be solved.
Schnaitmann said she doesn't feel the need to assume a would be improved. Getting
leadership role on the mass transit system issue, which the from point A to point B would
Alliance party supports, because the students will decide become easier. The idea is to
run eight buses on six lIKed
thatissueona referendum.
routes from 7 a.m. to midnight,
Monday through Friday, with
mE PHOENIX PARTY'S presidential candidate, a reduced schedule on
current USO vice-president Chuck Hagerman, says mass weekends. Anyone would use
transit would go a long way in solving parking woes. He the buses.
supports a "park-and-ride" approach, where shuttle buses
Before this idea blossoms
would transport students from a huge ilClrking area, such into reality there still are
as the Arena's lots, to their classes. Hagerman also feels oceans of information that
the Student Programming Council should be more need to be found out. In pursuit
of that information a mass
representative of the overall student population.
telephone survey is
But the Alliance Party has set the best agenda. transit
being conducted. The survey is
Maximum financial aid for eligible students is an Alliance to find out the need for and
priority. Han says he would create a financial aid commission and provide advocates to help students through c~~I:~~fe~ transit system in
the financial aid process.
The survey also is asking a

Support transit system tomorrow

very crucial qUesti~D about the

HALL AND GAITHER also plan to provide a glossary of primary source of funding for
instructors that would include the grade distributions in this system - increasing
their classes. The guide also would include the number of
students enrolled. Hall says this would help students =:~/;eI!
determine what instructor would grade the fairest and SIt.-C students unlimited
help them most as students.
Hall and Gaither say a mass-transit system not only
would solve parking 'problems hut also provide more
studen~ jobs. T-lis fits m with their plan of mcreasing the
The Daily Egyptian editorial
number of student jobs on campus. Though it's only an of March 2t, "Relegate footidea in its planning stages, their talk of creating college ball to Iowel" division" was a
work study positions at local not-for-profit-businesses also classic example of faulty logic
proceeding from biased
is very encouraging.

ft;! ,!t5 ad:

ridership. Tbat means you can usually is more expensive.
The proposed routes extend
ride the bus as often as you
want for no additional cost. east to the University Mall,
Anyone else would either buy a southeast to Warren Road and
semester pass for $20 or pay a Pleasant Hill Road, and
fare of 50 cents. The question northeast to the Eurma Hayes
of student fees will be asked Center and Attucks Park. They
again tomorrow at the student extend south to the mobile
government elections. Tbe homes on South 51, Evergreen
results eventually will be Terrace, Southern Hills and all
presented to the SIU Board of other campus housing areas.
Trustees.
They extend west to Parrish
There would be a great Park, (the city's only public
number of advantages to a swimming pool), the Cartransit system. Busses would bondale Clinic and Murdale
be cheaper than gas and ear Mall. And the routes extend
maintenance, cheaper than north to Sycamore, Bridge and
taxis, cheaper than parking Willow streets and to Cartickets - and what about the bondale Mobile Homes. Every
parking problem? H you don't bus would come to the Student
have a ear, think of bow you Center as the primary transfer
shiver in the cold, how wet you point with secondary transfer
get when it rains, or bow you points throughout the city.
sweat in the heat.
I encourage everyone to
A transit system would support the proposed transit
emf,lay students and increase system. I believe you will
job opportunities. It would agree that improving the
allow a wider range of bousing quality of life in the Carchoices. Those without cars bondale area is closer. Thank
would not be forced to live you. Dave Madlener,
close to or on campus, which Carboadale

Dropping football would hurt University

A WARD-ALDERMAN system for Carbondale is
favored by Alliance. and this would virtually ensure
student representation 011 the City Council. Increasing
voter registration is a priority with Alliance, and an active
student voice in city affairs would be an incentive for some
who otherwise wouldn't vote.
Students who were around at last vtlar's elections, when
a meager 808 ballots were cast, s60uld make sure that
scanty toW is trounced. Considering the wide variety in
this year's crop of candidates, there is DO excuse for such
poor participa tion.
The high voting mark in this decade is 1981's 3,800. It
would be encouraging to see that level reached or surpassed in this year's elections.

Doonesbury

assumptions to reacb a
predetermined
assertion.
Somewhere, someone has the
deluded notion that dropping
football or reducing the
program would strengthen the
rest of the athletic program.
That simply does not bold up to
either analysis or experience.
The writer disclosed part of
the bias by the sentence
stating that reducing football
would anow "minor sports to
return to the ~ of the lieap."
An interesting analysis I
have done in past years is to
look at the net cost (expense

minus reveuue) per athlete.
On that basis there were
several sports more costly
than football. This is the appropriate analysis if the

~~:a~~a!::~elJ
::e&:=~aswas implied

:rU~~ty.!tv!s:es
H the larger picture, in- your advice were followed? As
cluding the image of the ~ Landers would say, "It's
University and its interaction =~tr,~ake up and
the
with the region, is COIISiciel'ed,
then football is of even greater
Ratber tban knocking
value. More people have at- football, bow about ~blicizing
tended a foothalf game here the outstanding mtramural
than any other siDgle eveal opportunities SW-C bas? It
How much student support would be nice to see a positive
would the athletic fee have if editorial once in a while. football were reduced or Lawreaee A. JuIaIiD, assistaDt
elimiDated?
.. vice pres••Dt far studea&
NCAA Division I-AA COIl- affairs

,z.
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tains more schools comparable to SIU-C than Dh-ision
m 01' even n. Did vwr
editorial writer even look at
what schools are in Division
m? Did you consider the effect
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Democratic race
heats up in NY
ALBANY, N.Y. (UPI) -The
Democratic presidential
candidates geared up their
New York campaigns a little
more than a week before the
Empire State's April 19
!,rimary as Gov. Mario Cuomo
again insisted he was not in the
race.
Even Vice President Goorge
Bush, who is virtually assured
the GOP nomination, was in
New York Monday to start a
three-ilay swing and establish

~: ~e h~te ~OU:~

November.
Bush and Democrat Jesse
Jackson spoke at sites in New
York City's northern suburbs
- Busb toured an mM plant in
Westchester County saying
that Republican policies had
revitalized the economy, and
Jackson scbeduled a rally at a
nearby General Motors Plant.
Jackson also planned to
attend a massive nighttime
labor rally in Manhattan to
consolidate his already
widespread support among the
state's blue-collar workers.
Jackson drew a harsh
reaction Monday from Arab-

American leaders for his
comments Sunday in which he
said he wJUld not repeat his
1979 meeting with Arafat until
the Palestine Liberation
Organization
leader
recognized Israel's right to
exist and the United States

~:uf,t8°!n~t; ~!::n:~

people.
"It's the fITSt major flip-flop
by Jawon on a major issut;;'
said
Faris
Boubafa,
spokesman for the; AmericanArab
Anti-Discrimination
Committ~.

But Hyman Bookinder of the
American Jewisb Committee
said, "He's been appeasing the
Arab-American groupr. If
they're u"lhappy, we .know be's
on the rigbt track."
Massachusetts Gov. Michael
Dukakis, whom polls show
having beavy Jewish support,
told tbe Conference of
Presidents of Major Jewisb
Organizations in New York
City that the U.S. role in the
Middle East sbould be to encourage direct negotiations
between Israel and its Arab
neighbors.

TAXES, from Page 1 - the attraction of business and
industry," Sanders said.
Pettit said the implication
that increased funding for
higber education will help
attract business to the state
"is not new nationally."
"Illinois simply bas not had
the political strength to support bigher education at the
proper level. "
He said he is hoping that will
changE'.
Without a tax increase,

Illinois' state universities will
face not having an increase in
state support for bigber
education. Pettit bas said this
would be a "retrencbment"
budget because inflation will
make the University's spending power weaker.
Tbe University is not
specifying the level of tax
increase needed. Several local
state legislators have said they
support a o.5-percent income
t.ax incrase.

CHARGES,
from Page 1 -

I (the.. I officer)
went running over to
and told him

some guy just t~k a
cheap sbot at my friend,·'
Sarocka said. "(The
officer) reac;sured me
and said ·OK. I know
him.'"
Sarocka said the officer repeated be knew
the man as the man
walked away from the
scene, but when Sarocka
later asked if an arrest
would be made, the officer replied, "I've only
seen him around. "
"(The officer) should
have just stopped him,"
Heron said. "It wouldn't
burt (0 ask him a few
questions."
Newton said he would
press charges against the
attacker if he were to be
identified.
"The problem is that
the combatants are not
wearing signs that say
·I'm the good guy' and
'I'm the bad guy,'"
Carbondale police Lt.
Jerry Reno said.
"Fights on the Strip
are very C(lmmon," Reno
said. "And the officer's
first responsibility in that
situation is ta restore the
peace."
Police spokesman Neal
Jacobson said, "There
are times when it's not as
clear as John Doe punched Joe Citizen."
Reno said figbting
incidents are handled
according to the officer's
discretion. after be
a:iSesses the situation for
causes and injuries.
Reno said that complaints should be brought
to the attention of the
internal affairs officer.
who give:. such matters a
thorough look-

INCREASE, from Page 1- :-::70
state tax increase, but
POShard said not all the money
raised would be for education.
"Given all the needs in the
state, like higher education
and social work, we can't
designate all the money to
education, but it will be a
negotiating point to divide up
the money," Poshard said.
"There are needs out there
and we're not paying for
them," be said. "We go behind

the backs of people and
borrow. I'm not for borrowing
money."
Posbard said Senate
President Philip Rock, DChicago, bas promised him
that the Senate would have the
orportunity to vote on a tax
increase. The Legislature
needs more money and closer
oversight of that money, he
said.

HIJACK, from Page 1
Kuwaiti security guard on the
plane. Tbe man, wbo was not
immediately identified, apparently was shot in the head.
Minister
Kuwaiti Forei
Sheikh Sabah ~Ahmad AISabab responded to the slaying
by saying that even though
others may be killed, Kuwait
"will not bow" to tbe
hijackers' demand to release
17 convicted Shiite Moslem
terrorists impl ;soneft in
Kuwait for the 1983 bombings
of the U.S. and Frencb embassies. The killing came as .
PLO leader Yasser Arafat, in
Kuwait for an Islamic minisummit, hinted Iran may have
more influence over the
hijackers than was previously
suspected and said "it seems
they are receiving outside
orders, outside even from
Lebanon."
Arafat, wbose Palestine
Liberation Organivttion bas
been negotiating with the
terrorists, said lie talked to
people in Beirut and Tehran
about the hijacking and asked
PLO officials in Lebanon to
contact groups there that
"belong to the Iranian side."
The <;tatement by the
Islamic Jihad Sunday was

accompanied by photographs
of U.S. hostage Terry Anderson, 40, Middle East
correspondent for Tbe
Associated Press. and French
journalist Jean-Paul Kauffman, 48.

Jihad has also claimed
responsibility for holding U.S.
citizen Thomas Sutherland and
Frencb diplomats Marcel
Carton and Marcel Fontaine.
Hirgins' captors are
believed to be part of the proIraniaJl Hezbollah, or Party of
God, which seeks to wrest
control of southern Lebanon
from moderate Shiite Moslem
militiamen.

"Tbey sOOuldn't allow
that to happen," Sarocka
said. "Jt was just
ridiculous."
Newton was admitted
to Memorial Hospital of
Carbondale at 7 a.m.
Wednesday with his jaw
broken in two places.
He declined to have U,s
officer call an ambulance. but said the pain
later increased.
After surgery later that
morning, wire braces
were fitted on Newton's
jaw. The braces will be
taken off in about six
weeks. Newton said.
Newtoo was released
Friday afternoon.
Sarocka said the incident occurred wben he
and Newton left the
American Tap bar to
separate his friend and
another man who were
fighting.
"This guy was ~ top of
(our friend) aOO was
pounding bim mt: r cilessly." Sarocka !'ald.
Newton attempted to pull
the two apart, Sarocka
said.
"I jumped between
them and then 1 got hit."
NewtOO said. "I didn't
even know what happened."

Sheikh Ibrahim AI AmiD, a
spokesman for the Hezbollat.,
said the group bas no links
with the terrorists wbo
hijacked the Kuwait Airways
airliner last Tuesday en route
from Bangkok, Tbailand, to
Kuwait.

Correction

"We have no connection with
the Kuwftiti jet issue," AI
Amin told reporters. "It is up
to the hijackers to decide the
release of the 17 prisoners in
Kuwait."

The cost of Airsbow 88,
sponsored by the SIU-C Rotor
& Wing M3ociation, was about
$14.000. The DE incorrectly
stated tbis in Monday's
edition.
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Patron: Improve daycare
Inadequate care
affects children's
future in school
By Phyllis Coon
Staff Writer

Children should not be
submitted to overcrowded and
understaffed child care
facilities, a childcare advocate
said Monday.
.
Lana Hostetler, an advocate
for child care legislation, said

!:}f!~~~hild!~~es~il~ l:~

"We are the only
nation that doesn't
ha ve a federal
comprehensive child
care program besides
South Africa. We
need to keep increasing the public
awareness of the child
care needs."

have no place to go." she said.
Hostetler added that there is
a 40 percent turnover each
year in child care staff. One
reason is because the staff is
underpaid, she said.
"Child care is a physically
demanding and emotionally
draining job," Hostetler said.
"Many people think the job is
too much for just being paid at
minimum wage or a little
above."
Many parents cannot afford
to pay more for child care, she
said. But child care is
receiving more attention, she
said.
"The ABC Bill is gaining
momentum in the House and
the Senate and every
presidential candidate is
mentioning children and child
care," she said.
"We are the only nation that
doesn't have a federal comprehensive child care program
besides South Africa,"
HosteUer said. "We need to
keep increasing the public
awareness of the child care
needs."

-Lana Hostetler
in later stages of schooling.
Hostetler spoke at the
Student Center as part of Head
Hostetler also said child care
Start Day. The event brought
the early childhood develop- has taken a greater imment community together to portance on state and federal
government agendas.
discuss their program needs.
There have been several
"Statistics show that good
early child care gives children child care bills introduced to
the '!Xperience, desire and Congress, she said. But the
opportL:'lity to flourish in most "well rounded" of the
school," Hostetler said. bills is the Act for Better Child
"Students that have had bad Care, HosteUer said.
"It addresses the issues of
early child care can become
disillusioned and frustrated by availability, affordability and
quality," Hostetler said. "It
their experiences at school.
"The early stages are im- doesn't just deal with demand.
The ABC Bill has the coportant and children need to It recognizes both demand and sponsorship of Sen. Paul
understand how valuable supply that so many other bills Simon, she said.
fail to look at."
school is to them."
"The bill has momentum.
In Illinois, 26 percent of all
In Illinois, child care is But we need to add to it by
people who enter the ninth available to only one in seven making lots of phone calls and
grade drop out of school before children, she said.
writing lots of letters to Sen.
gradua ting, she said.
"An awful lot of children Alan Dixon."
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(Our specials run all week)

•••••••••••••••••••
Island Movie Library
coming soonl
• The Untouchables
• Witches ofEastwick
• Less Than Zero

Puzzle answers
all G thru R rated movies sl. 00, adult titles $2.00

Rent a (omplete "Intendo
Entertainment systeml
GalRe cartridges available for rent

-Super Mario Bros.

Inclade:

e Rad Racer eTop Gun
eGolf
e Ring King

e Baseball

-Double Driibble...
and many morel
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Glass gazing

LtDERTY.........- 664-6022

Marsha Stokes, senior In art, examines the glass works on
display In the VergeHe Gallery located In the Allyn
Building. The display will continue through April 15.
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Civil Service elections set
Statement of candidacy
forms for the upcoming Civil
Service Council election must
be filed by April 15.

campus serVices, and
university
relations,
presidential administration,
and School of MedicineCarbondale as one area.
Ballots will be mailed out
and must be returned to the
campus post office by May 11,
Geraldine Kelley, election
committee chairwoman, said.

The council is composed of
one representative for each 100
civil service employees on
campus a t the time of the
election. Employees are
divided into fi':e areas:
academic affairs, financial
Kelley said not many forms
affairs,
student affairs, have been turned in yet.
Pa~e 6. Daily, ~gyl?tia'!-oAl,'riI12. 1988
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Unite 'two states,'
state senator says

4th t'loor
"ideo I.nunge
Student ('enter
.\,11

By Dana DeBeaumont

State Sen. Richard Newhouse

The federal government
should spend more on social
programs, he said.
Social work programs have
remained static for the past 30
years, Newhouse said. The
government has ignored the
fact that children are having
children and that there are
single generation households,
not three generation
households like there were
when the programs were
created, Newhouse said.
"The problem with· federal
intervention is that it comes a
little to little and a little too
late and is misdirected," he
said.
Betty Williams, vice
president of United Charities
of Chicago, said the non-profit
volunteer organization may
close if there isn't more funding for social programs.
United Charities of Chicago
runs primarily on donations,
but receives some state funding, Williams, who also spoke
at the press conference, said.

Students to resume
selling their T-shirts
By AntoineHe Hayes
Staff Writer

Two students who were
prohibited to sell Springfest Tshirts on campus say they will
soon return to business as
usual.
Steve Cox and Tom Gorton
have found a new sponsor after
they lost their permit to sell
the T-shirts they had designed.
The Student Programming
Committee claims a monopoly
on the sale of Springfest Tshirts.
The students' earlier
sponsor, Delta Tau fraternity,
bowed to SPC's pressure to
stop selling T-shirts without
SPC's approval.
Cox and Gorton would not
identify the new sponsor
because they said SPC is
threating any group that will
sponsor them.
SPC officials could not be
reached for comment Monday
night.
Joy Andrews of the Office of
Student Development said
three groups have been approved to sell on campus next
week. The three groups are
SPC, Delta Tau and the Ad·

vertisement Design and
Illustration Club.
Another group also has offered to sponsor the T-shirt
sale. Tim Capps, president of
the FederaIi it Society, a group
of law students interested in
public policies concerning the
Constitution, said the
Federalist Society is interested in sponsoring the
students because the society
thinks that the students'
contitutional rights are being
violated.
Sean Craig, SPC special
events committee chairman,
has said that SPC only wants
to promote a specific theme for
Springfest. The special events
committee is responsible for
any negative publicity about
Springfest, Craig said.
Capps disagreed.
"It is a problem of
regulating their freedom of
speech," Capps said. "Unless
SPC comes up with legitimate
reasons they may be violating
their rights."
After looking at the T-shirts,
Capps said the shirts do not
seem to be offensive or 0bscene.

Feature writing awards announced
A Southern Illinois reporter
won first prize in the
University's Polly Robi'"'.Son
Feature Writing Contest.
Elizabeth Renshaw, of the
Southern Illinoisan, won the
$100 first prize for "Right to
Die: A family torn by life's
dilemma."
The $50 second prize went to
Bill Knight of the Pe9ria
Journal Star for "Family finds

••• uu

Chitty Chitty
Bang Bang

Staff Writer

There are two states in
Illinois - Chicago and the rest
of the state - that argue over
the budget, neglecting social
responsibilit~·,
state Sen.
Richard Newhouse said
Monday.
"We're in a downward spiral
engaged in clawing each other
instead of working with each
other," Newhouse, D-Chicago,
said in a news conference at
the Student Center. "It's a
further doomsday. We need a
rethinking of what to do
socially.
"The situation can amount
to war and is a real internal
enemy threa tening our
domestic tranquility," he said.
Instead of arguing within the
state, legislators should tell
the federal government to
work with them on social
welfara decisions, Newhouse
said.
He said 13 downstate
communities want to build a
prison, "but what do prisons
do? Prisons don't bake breadthey suck out of the community."
As if to illustrate the division
between the two sections of the
state, state Sen. Ralph Dunn,
R-Du Quoin, said at a news
conference
following
Newhouse that: "We do fight
over prisons. The only way we
get jobs is taking care of the
Chicago people you send down
here."
Newhouse said the state's
current social role is to put
people in jail instead of
eliminating crime by working
with the youth, families and
the elderly.

~ .... ".,.

I_--.:~p_r_es_e_nts Tues. & Wed. 7 & 9pm

life on welfare frustrating,
boring."
Dave Bakke, of the State
Journal-Register
in
Springfield, won the $25 third
prize for "A country gentleman: The horse sense of
Henry Ruyle."
The contest was established
in 1980 by Warren and Doris
Robinson of Deerfield in honor
of their daughter, Polly.

Fri., Apr. 15, 8 PM
$11.00, 9.50, 8.50
HOT!
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Strolling along
Dianna Hagler (left) and Pat McGinn,
teachers at the First Presbyterian infant

center, take some of their pupils for a
morning walk on Monday.

VIDEO DANCE CLUB

Program helps nab fugitive
Member of gang
arrested in home
after TV tip-off
NEW YORK (UPI) - A
reputed member of a violent
Jamaican drug gang being
held Monday as a suspect in
five drug-related murders
eluded capture for months
until a TV show broadcast a
reenactment of his alleged
crimes.

28,Ka!!~'F~OUS;f~~~:

complices who are still at
large, fled to Washington, then
Florida, after the Jan. 22 mass
killings in Maryland, living off
the proceeds of drug trafficking, said Sgt. Frank
Shields of the Brooklyn North
Homicide squad.

But Dunslrom's life on the
lam came to an abrupt end
Saturday when heavily armed

t:-~~:~ttin;h~n

t:J f!:e~ a~

March 13 broadcast of Fox
Television's "America Most
Wanted Program" that
focused on the killings,
arrested him in a Brooklyn
apartment.
He had been in the apartment in the heavily West Indian Crown Heights section for
only a "day or so" when the
tipster called, Shields said.
It turned out be was also
wanted for the Nov. 26 slaying
in Brooklyn of Sean Patrick
Ford, 17, killed only blocks
from where Dunstrom was
captured.
Prince George's County
police Sgt. Mark Wright said
two of the three other suspects

Bono anxious to be
Palm Springs mayor
PALM SPRINGS, Calif.
Sonny Bono, former
husband and singing partner
of Oscar-nominated Cber,
Monday was winding down his
well-financed, controversial
campaIgn
to
become
California's next celebrity
mayor.
The diminutive, nasal, actorsinger bas placed consistently
ahead in unscientific call-in
opinion polls.
"You think you're ahead, but
you'll never know until you
cross the wire," Bono told 200
cbeering supporters at a
weekend rally.
Bono hopes to be elected
Tuesday as mayor of this
pricey desert resort of 38,500,
following in the tradition of
movie star Clint Eastwood,
who won a landslide victory as
mayor of the oceanside resort
town of Carmel two years ago.
Eastwood is not seeking reelection because he wants to
(UPI> -

~hil'ten~:~ s:;~i~ill ~

chosen Tuesday.
Bono, meanwhile, held a
poolside picnic-rally at a local
hotel over the weekend and
was scheduled to appear on a
haU-hour paid call-in program
on a local television station
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Monday evening.
He bas said he will spend
about $50,000 for the four-year
job that pays $15,000 a year,
raising much of his campaign
money through tIM! sale of
popular "Sonny Bono for
Mayor of Palm Springs" Tshirts.
The 53-year-old entertainer
and restauranteur has cam·
paigned as an outsider wbo is
fed up with what he calls an
"old boy network" running the
city of Palm Springs to benefit
themselves and their wellconnected, wealthy friends at
the expense of the townspeople
and merchants.
"It's time for a change," has
been Bono's rallying cry.
Bono, who was turned down
by the city when he tried to
enlarge the sign for his pasta
restaurant, Bono, and had a
dispute with the city over a
retaining wall for his bome,
charges that the city's zoning
codes and ordinances are too
restricti\'e and harm merchants and homeowners.
He also complains that the
downtown's main thoroughfare, Palm Canyon Drive, has
been neglected by the city.

eoot4. Nite Out"

- Steve McMillan and Kirk
Bruce - in the Landover, Md.,
killings were also from
Brooklyn. Police have yet to
identify the fourth accomplice.

Guys, $3 gets you ALL
THE COORS YOU CAN
DRINK FROM 8-11 PM

Dunstrom is the sixth
fugitive that the Fox network
takes credit for helping track
down since their show began
Feb. 7, said Mike Linder, the
program's executive producer
at WTTG-TV Channel 5 in
Washington.
"Two tips Jed directly to
(Dunstrom's) arrest," Linder
said. "One called our hotline
about a murder of a 17-yearold on Thanksgiving Day in
New York City. He was actually Dunslrom's cousin. He
was shot once in the bead."
New York City police could
not confirm that the two were
cousins.

Ladies, enter our Tan Contest!
Everyone gets a ticket to Coo-Coo's
"Funny Business" on April 19.

Register Tonight for Ms. Coo-Coo's 1988
-Also-

PIZZA PARTY
AFTER MIDNITE
Rt. 13 E. 529-3755

Rescheduled
~,u-." FACULTY' AND . .OIESSlONALST.

INVITE YOU TO:

lEA Spring time BBQ Luncheon
Weues.a,._ AprU)I'. 18
11:00 am-2:00 pm
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Porch ofourSIUC
Campus Office:
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Briefs

ACROSS
I A Cooper
5 Tunes In

BIOCHEMISTRY JOURNAL Club will meet at 4 p.m.
today in Neckers 218.

Today's
Puzzle

10 "- and the
.. an"
14 Fiber plant
IS TV has!
1& Follow
17 Hollow bread

18 TV personality

AVIATION MANAGEMENT
Society will meet at 4:45 p.m.
today in the Student Center
Missouri Room.
OUTDOOR ADVENTURE
Club will meet at 5 p.m. today
at Site Ion Campus Lake.
AMERICAN MARKETING
Association
promotions
department will meet at 7
tonight outside the AMA office
Student Center 1rd floor,
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
of University Women will meet
at 8 tonight at the SIU Faeulty
Club, 1000 Elizabeth St.
INTERNATIONAL FORUM
will present "Fulbright Grant
Opportunities For Students
and Faculty" at noon Wednesday in Wham 219.
WOMEN'S CAUCUS will
present "Progress Report
From The Women's Issue Task
Force and the Minority
Recruitment and Retention
Task Force" at noon Wednesday in the Student Center
Thebes Room.

20 Coach or
hend
22 PIcIc up an

Puzzle answers
are on Page 6.

option
23 undlng
system: abbr.
26 Undivided
27 Whlrt
29 Pluza.
31 Star
35 Pas de 36WeecI

Bowling
48 Twisted

&4 Aclor Ely
85
24
25
27

53 Overhead
reilways
54 Stories
57 Nixon'. veep
59 "Jeopardy"

At all
Produce
Insight
Break

devlcas
49 Embi"er
50 Belore
54 Sour
55 NauilCl1 _
56 Singer Home
57 Arab robes

28 Opening
30 Tomahawk
32 Alloy
33 Beam over 8

&0 Alphabet
sequence
61 AlI""IO"
queen
&3 Edible tuber

40
41
42
47

39 Most bashful
Sharpen
Russ. city
Toole • braa~
Medical
hammer
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• Major word processors
supported

6 _It .1... SIZES TO AT MOST
" ' - 57.50 MOTORcyae MAKES

•

12 VOLT SIZES FROM
$16.90

• can rordetaUs

Word processing, ecliting
avallable

In Murphysboro take 171 North to
Industrial Pork Rd. (across from
McDonald's). Tum left atfirststop
Ilgn. Then left again to PlP,
Battery Supply.

• Orcompatiblc

Shawnee Computer Services
628 East Wabnlt Street
Eastgat.e Sbopping CeDt.er
CarbODdale, IL
618/54941720

Call 687.3344

~

~H7

~

ItESTAURANT & lOUNG,E
TItAI CUISINE STEAKS SEAFOOD

Lunch Buffet
Mon-Sat
11 :OOam-2:3Opm

Inciudes:Egg Roll, Crab
Rangoon, B8Q Wings, 2 Soups,
Yung Chow fried Rice, Oyster
Beef,Sweet& Sour Pork, Moo
Goo Gai Pan. Beef & Broccoli,
Chicken CullV and much more!

ooWN
I Hiatus
2 Arab caliph

3 Non-.se!

4 Voice votes

5 "Knob

undinll"
actor

6Llkenes_
7 Skin problem

Only $3.95

For Only $1.00 More you Get a Fresh Salad Bar
with Over 25 items

8 Nimoy to
Irtend.

COMPUTING AFFAIRS will
sponsor "Introduction to
dBASE III" workshop at 1
p.m. W~esday in Faner 1032.

~

.'

door
34 Art items
36 Couple

58Expen

biscuit
51 Onion cousin
52 Swiss river

host
62 Natl.. dance

Killed
Ghost or copy
Mass 01 ivy
Glmmicl<

48 SIgnal

and Culkon
Summer: Fr,
- •• plens
Pony (up)

68 Nev. cit,
&7 GroWl
68 Religious
picture
69 Laceret.
70 Oeml-71 Bulloon

COl1$truction
<Long life and

jtllATn"RY SUPPLY
13
19
21
23

37 Inlet
36 Dawson, Sajak
43
44
45
4&

'~~~1t~f[\I Laserimaging
for

<Rugged, Tough

• " - Hunt"

10 Gr. goddess

Ask About Our Special Sunday Buffet'

11 Teem
12 Arachnid

. . . . -=-

206 S. Wall (

u.n<·, (). W.II

~ W.lnut)

4,· ·4, ,U

X

·YOU CAN BE AN SPC C,.HAIRPERSON.
Join the exciting, fast-paced world
of programming for the SIU Community,
Get the experience employers look for.
SPC is now accepting applications
for its 1988-1989 positions.

,

X

A 2.00 pt. CPA is required.

Deadline for applications has been extended.
Thursday, April 14, 12 noon
For further information, call or stop

by the SPC office, 3rd floor Student Center,
536-3393. Office Hours are Mon-Fri. Bam-4:30pm
eExecutive Chair
e Travel & Recreation eVideo
eSpirit
-Center Programming-Expressive Arts
-Fine Arts
ePrlJmotlons
eConsorts
~<
eFilm
.Financial Chair

.Special Events
eNewStudM£Adftrities

.P.I8J'·'Dar

.Homecomirta .SprifwItiI:

Double Coupons!
~~ will double
your coupons 50¢ or less,
showing you more ways
to save!

~!.Ul1
Open 24 hours
7 days a week

/3·.;.

1702 W. Main
Carbondale,lL

~.~) ~~ - .
;.':

I

NOW UNDERWAY!
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 536-4441.
Part of your SlUC Student Health Program

Welln.....
•

Getagr;p
on your
eating habits.

{;en ....

Take charge of your
weight! Take charge
of your diet. Only NuLife Nutrition offers
individualized menus
developed by
registered dietitians.
You eat favorite foods
with your family.
NO packaged foods
or gimmicks.
FREE CONSULTATION

618/529·3992
NU-UFE NUTRITION
M-F 8-5:30; SAT 8-1
300 E. Main (Hunter Bldg.)
Carbondale

Nutrition ;s our profession...
Weight loss our specialty! TN'
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Pap test can detect cervical cancer
Sexually active
females should
have annual tests

this type of cancer has a very
high cure rate.

Because cervical cancer has
no symptoms in the early
stages, the Pap test is an
important part of a
By Cllthy Devera
gynecological check-up.
Wellness Center
The Pap test is a painless
After the age of 18, or procedure. The physician or
whenever a woman becomes nurse inserts a speculum into
sexually active, it is recom- the vagina and gently inserts a
mended that she have a Pap cotton-tipped applicator (a
test once a year to prevent small wooden spatula) to
collect a layer of cells from the
cancer of the cervix.
cervix.
Cervical cancer is the
The cells are placed on a
second most common cancer
in women.
glass slide and sent to a
Multiple sex partners in- laboratory for microscopic
crease the risk of cervical examination in order to detect
cancer. Most experts feel that any abnormal cells before they
cervical cancer is caused by become cancerous.
the wart virus. which is'
An abnormal Pap result does
not nece;sarily mean a cantr~nsmitted sexually. Women
contract these genital warts cerous or precancerous confrom their male sexual part- dition. A pap smear is not a
definite diagnosis of cervical
ners
cancer but rather an indication
Over 20,000 new cases of that cells are changing and
cancer of the cervix are may require further attention.
Some cervical cells may
detected each year in the
United States. IT found before change due to an infection, in
it spreads beyond the cervix, which case the physician will

treat the infection and repeat
the Pap in two to four weeks.
Lately, there has been some
controversy about this
procedure.
Dr. Frisch, chief of staff at
the Health Service, agrees that
the Pap Smear is not perfect,
but he feels it is a good tool for
detecting cervical cancer in
it's earliest stages.
He calculates that at
anytime at least 4 percent of
SIU-C women have precancerous cells that need
treatment. Dr. Frisch also
stated that experts recommend yearly Pap tests because
if detected early, cervical
cancer can be treated and
women are still able to have
children.

IT left untreated or detected
late, the cancer could spread
to the uterus and women could
lose their ability to have
children.
How can people protect
themselves from genital warts
and subsequent cervical
cancer? The best prevention is
to abstain from sex.

Akron company plays
role in AIDS battle
AKRON, Ohio (UPI) - A
latex prohylactic for women to
help in the fight against the
AIDS virus should be on the
market by the end of the year,
the inventor said Monday.
The
Akron
Rubber
Development Co. has been
testing a prototype of the
prophylactic invented by Dr.

~~, ~~!~R~:;rl:~

The Food and Drug Administration approved the
contraceptive last August and
Reddy said he expected the
prophylactic to be on the
market by the end of this year.
C. Robert Samples, chief

NEW YORK <UPI) Nearly baH of young women
say that mothers whose
babies suffer birth defects
should be criminaJly
prosecuted if the defects are
attributed to their faiure to
heed medical advice during
pregnancy, it was reported
Monday.
Glamour magazine said
its survey of readers,
mostly between 18 and 35
years old, showed 46 percent favored prosecution, 42
percent did not and 12
percent were undecided.
The survey, published in
the magazine's May issue,
also said half of the
respondents believe the
courts should be able to
force pregnant women to
undergo medical treatment
to benefit the fetus, 41
percent disagreed and 10
percent had no opinion.

Samples said the fastestgrowing segment of the
laboratory's business is
related to latex products
aimed at preventing acquired
immune deficiency syndrome.
Samples is a consultant for
several companies. including
Health Technologies International Inc., a latex
products broker in Seattle.

Memorial Hospital will sponsor
seven-week nursing internship
A seven-week summer
nursing internship is being
offered by Memorial Hospital
of Carbondale.
The Graduate Nurse Internship Program is for
graduates of an accredited
school of nursing. The
program combines classroom

Health and
Fitness Guide
RESISTANCE WORKOUT
at 4 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday in the Rec Center Dance
Studio. For details, call Beth
Spieth at 536-5531.
RELAX from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
April 19 in the Student Center
Misl:issippi Room.
TENNIS INSTRUCTION in
one-hour sessions beginning
April 18. Register at the Rec
Center Information Desk For
details, call 536-5531.

instruction with supervised
clinical experience in
medical and surgical areas
and obstetrics.
The graduates must be
eligible to practice nursing in
Dlinois. For details call 5490721, ext. 5141.

II
I
I
II
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Mobile Homes
Miscelloneoul
ElectroniC$
Pets ond Supplies
Bicycles
Comeros
Sporting Goods
Recreotional Vehicl.s
Furniture
Musical

looks
Apartments
Houlft
Mobile Hames
Rooms
Roommat. .
Duple". .
Wanted to Rent
Business Propllrty
Mobile Home Lots
Help Wonted
Employment Wanted
Services Offered
Wanted
Los'

Found
Entertainment
Announcements
Auctions and Sol. .
Yard Sol. Promotion
Antiques
.......... Opportunlti. .

Free

lIiders Needed
lIides N.eded
IteoIEstate
AlIClcnsifkedAdvert~m""t"
befoN 12:OJ noon to appear

.......... "w,-""'. ,.............
let....... _

after 12:00 noon will go in
following.,'$. publicqtion.
tho Do'I,
to.

Glamour said a similar
breakdown of young women
felt that women whose
behavior endangers their
unborn babies should be
subject to forced hospital
detention. An even 50
percent of the 851 readers
responding to the survey
agreed, 39 percent did not
and 11 had no opinion.
One respondent who
favored
criminal
prosecution for ignoring
medical orders during
pregnancy, wrote, "Nine
months is not long to ask
someone to take care of
herself for the sake of the
unborn child. IT they don't, I
think criminal prosecution
is justified. "
Fifty-four percent of the
women said doctors should
be able to require patients
to undergo certain prenatal
tests.

....,..---.....-l"ftPO"'ible for rnoreo than

OM .,..~

inconwcfmattion ......ertilersore

m.n" tor

foul!
aftfM,octv.niMrwhicha.....n .... va!ue
«rOB. &Tors not ,.,.

ottheadvef1,........,twill . . odiua-.d
tf ,ouradoppeon~ly.o.- if you
wi&h to canwl \'OUt" ad. call 5:16-3311
'*fore 12:00 noon __ cono.lI01ion in
tM next day's i.au..
Any ad which Is CCInC*It.d before
. .pirvlMMl will b. charv-d a $2.

serv60t f ... Any Nfund uncl.r 52

willbetorfelt.d.
No och will be mt.-dossit~,
CkH.tlied ad'laf'tislng must be paid
in Qd¥once exc.p. lor thoM CKCOUnt..
wIth Mtabli.t.d u.dlt.
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Coupon Special I
I

S0

$2. offLarge
or $1. so off Medium
Double Decker PIZZA
913 Chestnut. Murphysboro

6.4.55'.

I
I
II

I Only. ntlnu...
(llehlnd the
I
!!.~C!!~____________~_~!!'!!!._,
~~--~-

-Tlle American Tap

:.::.:.~.~~.=~~.~!.:.:.:.:

.....

..:..: :.]

=.~~":5~1. ~":.'

Vour_. luye<sGuIde. '~-6/17·
6OOO.xt.5·95O'.
5+IB ..............
'965 MUSTANG FASTBACK. IllACK.
269. Ove< $.000 In _
porfo. Must
..III S.25(IOoIIo. 549-1099.

23UA0'' '

4-.5 ................. J07SAaI35
NEED A CAR? W. " - no In·
_ I . no quallirlng "" .....nl. w.
wfllptJ'f"'oh "" _ _. CondJ
s..••. NS-6634.
4·14................. 3.3.AGI34
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457·2625.

'1.50
Quarts of

~
&

Ulf

518 S. III. Ave.

"'3·81 ........•..... 3'_'33
1983 NISSAN SfNTIA
5 >pd, ac.
om·lm. • ...
amd/llon.

11.... "dr.

..,3.................

JoIu"

MIl. SZ650oIoo. 457·2625.

',NTO

3/97A<:133

'80 FC»O
fxaUENT ....."..
67.00II mi. _
sell 51390. Call 457·
7991 noonOf' elM.
.. , _ .............. 3086Ao134
MAZDA IX7. 1979. 4 >pd. low mIles.
new .... and....".,.". w. ~. In
and ...". Musl sell. $2750 olio. 549·
4091.

.. '2-81 .

. .... 3253Aa '32

'15 IfUANT SJ6IlO. '43 "'-n;.
12495. '43 Ca ...~... 12475. '43
SI995. '/12 Demun I',cI<up 4
..". dr. $2995. '/12 fold fXI' $2000.
'79
$995. MA Aufo s..Ies.
605N. IlIIm.... 549-133'.

a....".
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.. '2................. 3_'32
'915 lOVOTA COIOUA. 4 ... 5 >pd.
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..t. cond. Only 552505_97."'Pf1'
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pool.

BEGINNER AEROBICS at.:
y
aC:n::.dnC;Sda

Homes

r--------------------------I~DOUbleDeCker I

SPLASH DANCE from 6 to
6:45 p.m. Tuesday, Thursday
and Sunday at the Rec Center

Cimth~on::

D1r!!ttory

Auto
Parts and Services
Motorcycles

IT people choose to be
sexually active, they can't
protect themselves from the
virus by examining their
partners because usually no
visible lesions exist.
People can reduce their risk
by monogamy or requesting
their partners use a condom.
Recent studies have shown
that cigarette smokers suffer
more cervical cancer. Also,
the American Cancer Society
suggests eating foorts rich in
folic acid and vitamin A and C
could help prevent cancer of
the cervix.
The best time for a Pap test
is when women are not on their
period. They should not douche
or use tampons 24 hours before
the ex8:rl and they need to
avoid hygiene products as they
can alter test results.
Women can schedule an
appointment for a Pap test by
calling the Health Service, 4533311 or 536-2391. For details
about sexually transmitted
diseases, call the Wellness
Center at 536-4441.
To your health is produced ill
conjunction with the Wellness
Center.

Poll: Indict lax moms-to-be

executive officer of Akron
Rubber Develcpment and
Reddy's consultant, will help
set up a plant to manufacture
the prophylactic. No site has
been determined.
"I gave him the diagram and
design molds," Reddy said.
"He coordinated everything,
using the equipment in his lab.
He made beautiful pieces that
1 could use on humans."

to describe the p'rophylactic
because he is still trying to
obtain an international patent
for it.

Classified

sign up for leagues!
--~

4·13................. 3212Aol33
71 PIIOSCHE 9/ I TAlIGA. GUAIDS.
' ,.,j.bIod< In ....fored. $15000 In·
_'-d. $12500· _,q,b•• 457·

8365.-.,...,..,..,., .."".32251.0135

14·'5.................

International Classified Advertising Week·

AI1.Va1S a Winner!
~>

.'ci

~

International Classified Advertising Week
April 10-16, 1988

Place an ad to begin April 11-15 and get

51.00 OFF
(ad must run 5 or more days)

Malibu Village
Now Renting for
S1UIUIler and
Fall 1988

,Royal Rentals
c..................

~ apartment 15

thoroughly

cleaned by our cleaning 5taff,
they are squeaky clean and ready

for you to move Into. Apartment5
evera your mother
would be proucl of.

• 01 E.

eon.,.

417-4422

Sunglasses

\Noodruff SerVices
One Stop Housing Guide

Offlc. locat.d at
Meadow .Id.... C-B
Carbondal.

OpenSoturdcJp '0-4Sundoy '2·3

Town Homes-Houses-Apartments-Mobile Homes

2B.droom
ToWDho. . . .
Available
Summer

and

From
$170 per person

~
1IrlnIn.

'&4

Fall

Bedroom
T~

$45O-$aOO ......

Beam,

Property
_
_emeat

.~Iocated

tIeocttoS.I.U.
onWal&~
·EMtras~

\Ala5her/dr,ler

t1eiItfV1'1l

205 E. MaiD

457·2134

Dl5lwa5her

4·57-3321
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APARTMENTS

Mobil. Hom.s

TrallsWHt
G....tfor G.......

2 & 311Bdroomo at

aulet 21edroom. behind CortIondaIe Clink
New Carpeting. Lighted Po....lng. Security and
onl)'l35O.oo monlhl)'.

~c

~3 - - . - attol

N. CarkDII40.oo
.... ....-. Slam fall. Fumiohed with GfMt
Iadt,anl.

ParllTo. . .

-:.-=.-:.:::.:!~~~
WarIQ. Slam fall.
- - , 2 --'-at722 Corico. 5 _ fall
onIr 1157.50 .... ....-. CarpeNd Fumished.

_......--.-.......

...Ju.tlook .. _ . . . . - . __1011.

910E. Pa....

You111.oYe:
oGfMt New Loccrtions
-Storage Building
ot.ightecl parking

OSundeck

~@
2 &38ec1room1 at

livYanI.AC.
·Your_'-""d ....../ - t . _ II the
Mature at this 2 .......... located at 3D6 N.
00*1ond. Starts ...... 1 at 1175.00 .... person.
........... than "",11..,., use in thil:l
.......... '-neat 31M N. UniveBity. Completely
Furnished. Sf_Aug. $170.00 per person.

457-3321

Murphysboro I Desoto
~Ical one bedroom

Apartment. jUlt 6 mil. .
from Murphysboro ot $135.00
DelOtO 01 $185.00

457·3321

714 E. College
Featuring:
oCobleTV
OCentrol Air

oWoaher·Dry.,
-Clo.. to Campus

-Naturol Goa Efficiency
·Sorry No Pel.
Call LorIe or A .....

457-3321

NOW IIENTING FOIl Slim",..,. and
foiL Lower Summer rales. 28 years
~n Mobil. Home rentols. For
Knowledge of Mobil. Home- living.
cbeck wUh uS first. then compo,.•.
No oppolnnnenf n«9$$01)'. Sony.

:r~Q::~Ji~=' 2:C:,!
~~76 ~";;:,rlc':::!n:,e::c:
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"""f.

:=:~7:'.~-:
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':,":3::::
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on<:ftored wi,h s'-'/ cables. undersklrted 01" underpinned. and
fl'>Od insulo,'or Inaease stability.
safety and savings. Wid. lots In·
crease privacy. Owners mow
provld. _ I relu.. pickllp.
secul'lfy lIghts and
01 snow
/ram city sid.walks. Sum...... S 170
month. FaJJ and Spring 1230 month.
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removcJ'
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l32IJHl35
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n
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and
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laundromats.
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HOUSING
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UII'q&M new po.,er Idea to
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FOREST
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Sorry No ..... A<apIIid

,.;.-451-5266
University Heights
Mobile Home Est.
Mon-Fri 9-5
Warren Rd.

-_._.

(Just off E. Pork St.)

......
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DIlLE
DMES

HALL

Now accepting applications
for Summer & Fall
-Free Cable TV in every room
-I Block from Camous
-Sophomore appro;ed.
-Friendly, Courteous Service
Forest Hall
820 W. Freeman
457-5631

INDOOR POOL
Carbondale Mobile Homes
HwySl North
Rates Starting
at
$145 PerMo.

PH: 549-3000

Free Bus to SIU
7tl_dally

YOu say you've
me(l everytnlng
arlj notning
seems to work~

Send your
message tn a

Smile Ad.
DeadlineatZpm,
two days prior
to publication.

For more information
contact Rick at
the Dailv Egyptian
Rm.lZ59Comm.
Building or call
536-3311 ext. Z1 7.

Western gets new football assistant

U of I recruiting official:
We'll follow rules, be OK
CHAMPAIGN (UPI) -

Wben Randy

Rodgers accepted the job of athletics

coordinator for University of "/ don't anticipate any problems.
Dlinois, he inherited a severely troubled ... I think if we know the rules
athletic program precipitously close to incurring the National Colligiate Athletic and abide by the rules we'll be
Association's so-called "death penalty."
ail right."
The checkered past of the school's football
program came to a boil in mid-January,
-Randy Rodgers
when a series of recuriting violations came to
light and head football coach Mike White was
forced to step down.
Rodgers, a 40-year-old Illinois graduate,
Some of the handful of misdeeds were
trivial but two, dealing with a former returned to Champaign by way of Evanassistant coach pickinl! '.!p a potential sville, Ind., where he was coordinator for
recruit's hotel tab and White himself visiting promotional programs for Bristol-Myers.
a high school athlete before he could legan, Before that, he was head football coach at
Evansville, posting an 18-31-3 mark in his
be approached, were more substantial.
Revelation of the infractions came while five-year tenure.
Rodgers played football for the Illini from
the football team was on probation for
1965-68 and was an All-Big Ten academic
similar misdeeds.
In February, after the D1ini hired ex- team selection in 1968. In 1969, be received
Kansas City Chiefs head coach John the GeOl'ge Huff Award, which goes to
Mackovic to succeed Wbite, the NCAA placed athletes earning letters and maintaining a B
Illinois on probation until July 1989. The average or better for two consecutive years.
His role as recruiting coordinator for
football program also must conduct annual
audits and submit them to the NCAA's Illinois' 21 athletic teams will be to help
coaches and their staffs understand the
Committee on Infractions.
The next major infractioll means the NCAA's complex network of bylaws dealing
"death penalty" - which would ban an with high school athletes.
"It's certainly a big responsibility,"
Illinois team found guilty of the infraction
Rodgers said. "But it's shared by all of those
from competing for as many as two years.
"I think everybody knows what the stakes that recruit here. My responsibility is to
are. And no one wants to contribute to that, make sure our coaches know the rules and
especially me," said Rodgers, who took over how to stay within the rules.
"I don't anticipate any problems. I think
the post April 6 in place of Larry Petroff and
reports to Vance Redfern, the senior <Illinois Athletics Director) Neale (Stoner)
has told everyone to be aware of possible
associate athletic director.
"Illinois really can't afford to have any problems. But everyone wants to be
mistakes in this area," Rodgers said. thorough. I think if we know the rules and
"Because of the cloud, I think everyone's abide by the rules we'll be all right,"
goi~g to try to be very careful. "
Rodgers said.

recruitinl:

Blues take 3-1 lead into
Game 5 against Chicago
ST. U'I~JIS (UPJ) - The St.
Louis Blues remained
cautiously optimistic after a
-practice session in preparation
for Game 5 of their playoff
series against the Chicago
Blackhawks.
In four pre\1ous playoff
matches with their arch-rival
Blackhawks, the Blues always
went home a loser. But with a
3-1 advantage, St. Louis can
wrap up its Norris Division
semifinal against Chicago with
a victory in the 7: 35 p.m. game
tonight at The Arena. Only
four other teams in NHL
history have overcome a 3-1
playoff deficit.
"We've got the opportunity
to win the fourth game and it
takes four to win," Blues
captain Brian Sutter said. "It
would be good for us to beat a
rugged team like Chicago.

"We've got to
remember we have
not won anything yet.
We've got to win one
more. It would be nice
to do it (tonight) ...

deficits to win the game.
However, the Blues, who
were knocked out in the fll'St
round last year by Torooto,
realize Chicago will not roll
over because of the 3-1 def'lcit.

"We can't look beyond the
next game," said Tony
McKegney, who had three
assists in the victory Sunday
-Brian Sutter night. "We can't get overconfident."
The Blackhawks, on the
other hand, must not try and
They have a good hockey club.
do too much in Game 5.
"We've got to remember we
To win, the Blues want to
have not won anything yet. bring the game back to their
We've got to win one more. It liking - tight checking with
would be nice to do it good play from the special
(tonight)."
teams.
The Blues won Game 4
"We don't want to get into
Sunday night in Chicago 6-5 to another wide-open shootout,"
take the commanding lead. st. St. Louis coach Jacques
Louis overcame 3-1, 4-3 and 5-4 Martin said.

MACOMB (UPI) - Western De assigned to the quarIllinois football coach Bruce terbacks as their segment
Craddock has added former coach during the 1988
MacMurray College head schedule, Craddock said.
football coach Robin Cooper to
Cooper, who guided Macthe Leatherneck's c!}.'"'jiS of Mur.ay to a 2()..8 record in
assistant coaches, WIU three years, succeeds Gary
athletics officials said Moo- Crow ton, who resigned
day.
recently to assume the ofCooper, who served as a falSive coordil'ator position at
volunteer aid with the WIU the University of New Hampfoothall team last season, will ·shire.
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President congratulates
Jayhawks, Lady Techsters
WASHINGTON mPH The Yellow Brick Road for
NCAA baskethall champion
Kansas led to the White House,
where President Reagan
saluted the Jayhawks and
women's champion Louisiana
Tech OD Monday.
Offering congratulations at a
Rose Garden ceremony,
Reagan told the teams:
"Remember the lessons
you've learned this season, the
lessons about hard work, never
quitting. ... What you've
learned in basketball will be a
strength t., you all your lives,
because it's true, il you keep
your head up, work hard, in
America, anything can happen."
Kansas survived the loss of
several key players to injuries,

poor academlc performance
and disciplinary action and a
midseason slump to sweep
through the NCAA Tournament and take the national
championship in an 83-79 upset
of Big Eight rival Oklahoma.
Kansas, as Reagan pointed
out, wasn't "exactly favored"
to win the championship, and
the team's unexpected success
prompted comparisons with a
famed Kansan with big
dreams - Dorothy.

For their part, the Lady
Tecbsters trailed Auburn's
Lady Tigers 31-19 at halftime
in their championship game
but bounced back to win 56-54
at Tacoma, Wash.
The crown was the Lady
Tecbsters' fourth in 11 years
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FINANCIAL AID IN.ORMATION

IT'S TRUE THAT 1988-89 ACTIFAMILY FINANCIAL STATEMENT FORMS
MAILED BEFORE APRIL 1 WILL BE GIVEN PRIORITY CONSIDERATION
FOR THE SIU CAMPUS-BASED AID PROGRAMS •••
HOWEVER, IT IS NOT TOO LATE TO APPLY FOR OTHER FORMS OF
FINANCIAL AID!

YOU CAN STILL APPLY FOR
PEUGRANT
ISse MONETARY AWARD
STUDENT WORK
GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN
PLEASE MAIL YOUR 1988-89 ACT/FFS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE TO
ALLOW ADEQUATE TIME FOR PROCESSING BEFORE THE FALL
SEMESiER BEGINS. ACT/FFS FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
STUDENT WORK AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE,
WOODY HALL, B WING, THIRD FLOOR
Paid for by the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance

Women's golf team swings
to fourth place in Missouri
By Steven Welsh
Staff Writer

The women's golf team,
hindered by bad weather and a

~:~h g:~ ~~~~e:

Men golfers come in 7th
at Bradley Invitational

By Steven Welsh
vitational Tournament in
Staff Writer
Columbia, Mo.
SIU-C beld third place after
The men's golf team, with
the first round on Saturday,
a three-round total of 961,
one stroke ahead of Gateway
finished a disappointing
Conference cbampions
seventh at the Bradley
Wicbita State.
Invitational Tournament
"We looked pretty good in
this weekend in Pekin.
the first round," Coach Diane
Illinois State won the 54Daugherty said. "But then on
hole tournament with a 914
the second round on Sunday,
total. Iowa State was second
we played on tbe worst
with 920, Iowa third at 921
weather I've ever seen on a
and Bradley fourth at 928.
golf course.
"We played very poorly,"
"It was freezing cold and
Coach Lew Hartzog said.
raining all 18 boles,"
"We had excellent weather
Daugherty said. "I don't want
for the first round on
to make excuses, but Purdue,
Saturday. It was warm and
Missouri and Wicbita all
there was no wind, but we
played abead of us, and the
just didn't keep the ball in
course was in a little better
play."
sbape for them. By the time we
Jeff Mullican and Mike
got to the last few greens, it
Cowen came close, Hartzog
wasamel':>."
said. "Mullican played
Purd:.&e won the 36 bole
extremely well on the
tournament with a 622 total.
second round."
Missouri had 625, Wichita
Mullican finisbed eighth
State 664 and SIU-C 671.
individually with a 230 total,
"I said before t....e tourincludinl! a 72 118r on the
nament tbat Purdue and
Missouri would be tough,"
Daugherty said. "Sure enough, behind our cllnference rival
after the first round they were (WicbitaState)."
both a good 15-20 strokes abead
Tina Kozlowski was the low
of everyone else. But I was scorer for tbe Salukis,
disappointed that we finished finishing fifth individually in

HOME,
from Page 16 .amateur softball association
ball, four of them with the
Pittsburgb Patriots. In the
Keystone State games, she
played for three gold medal
teams.
Davidovich also played four
years with the Patriots and
was on two of the gold medal
teams.
When it comes to choosing
the proper pitch to throw,
Roblsnon
looks
to
Davidovich's expertise.
"I'm comfortable playing
With her. I never call ber off,"
Robinson said, adding that
spoken communication between the two isn't alwasy
necessary. "I can tell by just
the look."
Davidovicb said, "We've
been together for so long that I
know wben she pitches well we
can beat anybody. Florida
State is an example of thal"
Robinson is 4-3 this spring,
wbich includes a victory over
nationally-ranked Florida
State.
"I'm settled down, more
relaxed," Robinson said. "My
(throwing) motion is back to
normal."
Davidovich says Robinson is
a "real deceiving pitcher. She
throws all with her wrist, very
smooth. They say if she got her
legs in it, sbe'd be
devastating ...
Davidovich, who bas tendinitis in her arm, is trying to
make a comeback. "I'm going
to go in with a positive attitude. So much of the game is
mental. We bave to believe we
can win," she said.
Davidovich bas made good
strides as a catcber. "I'm
pleased with Micbele's
progress, " Brechtelsbauer
said. "She's taking charge
hehind the plate."
The Salukis' Bethel Park
connection realize they still
have much to accompEsb. "We
have to have confidence in
ourselves," Davidovich said.
"Being freshmen, we're here
to prove ourselves."

second round. Cowen shot a
240 total.
Hartzog also was impressed with the play of
Tom Neumann. Neumann
played individually and his
score didn't count in the
team total, but shot a 234,
including a team-low 73 on
the first round.
Bobby Pavelonis shot a
246, Mark Bellas a 247 and
Britt Pavelonis a 254.
"Both Pavelonises and
Bellas had trouble keeping
the ball in play," Hartzog
said. "Bellas has to keep the
ball down the middle and
inbounds. H he does, the
rest of his game is fine. He
bad a horrible 116 on the first
round.
"Overall, I was disappointed in our play because
we're as good as Bradley,"
Hartzog said. "We can't
compete with Iowa and
Iowa State, but we should
bavebeatenBradley."

8_.1
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the tournament with a 156. She
bad a 75 in the first round..
Th~ team's next tournament
is the nini Classic, Saturday
and Silllday in Champaign.

$8.99

SIU
Clinics:

For a large Quatro's cheezy deep pon
pizza with I-item, 4-larg8160z. bottl••
of Pepsi topped off with fast, free delivery
from 11-2&5-dose.

AprulB-22,6-9pm

Tryouts: Apru23, Bam SIU Arena
Note: You must attend 2 clinics prior
to tryouts (Fri. Clinic Mandatory)

Play It
Cool

For more info call Kelly Paris 536-3393
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SAVE NOW

ON PROCESSING
Take acIvcI1tage of OlIlrmed-time offer
to save 00 fNfSY roI of cob' film we
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Auto Air Conditioning Service
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Sports
Ron Smith named to assist Herrin
By Dave Miller
Staff Writer

Ron Smith is the Salukis' new
assistant basketball coach, filling the
~ii!~~:!i:::~~tt Howard who
Smith has been a part-time assistant
for the Salukis since Coach Rich Herrin
took over three years ago. Before that,
Smith was an assistant under Herrin
for four years at Benton.
"I've had him in mind for a long
time," Herrin said "He's done an
outstanding job helping to build our

program over the last three years. He
has a good relationship with our
players. He's the man for the job."
The biggest change in Smith's
responsibilties will be recruiting off
campus. He will recruit mosU)' in the
Midwest, where he has developed
contacts while coaching in Illinois for
the past 13 years.
"I'm excited," Smith said. "I'm
really looking forward to it. I enjoy
traveling. That's one of the enjoyable
things about college basketball."

Before coaching at Benton, Smith
was athletics director and head
basketball coach at Coulterville High
School from 1976 to 1981.
In addition to coaching at Benton,
Smith also worked as a school guidance
conselor. While at SIU-C, he served as
the team's academic adviser. Smith
said the experience will help him when
he goes on the road to recruit.
"That experience will play an importallt part when I visit a recruit at his
nome with hi'! parents," he said. "I can
tell them first-hand about signing up
for classes and about academics."

Salukis at
Evansville

Herrin said Smith's personality will
aid the Salukis' recruiting efforts.
"He's a personable young man."
Herrin said. "He's done a very outstanding job in one-on-one situations."
Last summer, Smith coached in the
Prairie State Games and led the
southern region team to a 4-1 record
and a bronze medal..
Smith graduated from Illinois State
in ~.976 and received a master's degree
in guidance and education.al
psychology from SIU-C in 1983.
Herrin expects to fill the part-time
assistant's job by JU.le 1.

Panel reiterates:
Athletics attracts
students, not bucks

The first-place baseball
team (yes, that's right) will
wander to Indiana and play
Evansville in a doubleheader
:.o.t3 p.m. today.
The Salukis are in a six-way
tie for first place after all of
the Valley teams opened up the
conference season by splitting
their weekend series.
While it seems like the
baseball season just began, the
Salukis aiready are haUway
through their regular season
schedule. SITJ-C will take a 1812 overall record and a 2-2
Valley mark into Evansville.
A week ago in carbondale,
the
Salukis
split a
doubleheader with the Purple
Aces. Evansville, 2HI, has won
four straight games since
leaviDg Abe Martin Field.

By Stephanie Wood
SlaffWriter

Former interim head
football coach Larry McDaniel
said Monday that SIU-C
football will "never in its life
pay for itself."
At a panel discussion, McDaniel, three coaches and
Harvey Welch, vice president
for Student Affairs, said again
what most already know:
athletics is not a moneymaking business.
Head football coach Rick
Rhoades, who was not on the
panel, agrees with this
assessment "I think there are
very ,. few Division I-AA
programs that make money,"
he said. "If the only reason to
have athletics is to make
money, we've lost sight of its

Men's tennis
game today

purpose."

The men's tennis team will
play the University of
Evansville at 2 p.m. today at
the University Tennis Courts.
The Salukis, winners of
seven consecutive dual
matches, are 1~12 for the
season. SIU-C is led by Jose
Demeterco and Mickey Maule.
Demeterco has won 11 of 14
matches at No. 2 singles and
has teamed with Jairo Aldana
for a 12-1 record at No. 2
doubles. Maule is 23-3 playing
mostly in the No. 3 singles

McDaniel said that if the
Univerity decides athletics is a
part of the overall institution,
It needs to be totally committedtoit.
The discussion, sponsored by
the honorary group Phi Delta
Kappa, was intended to
discuss intercollegia te
athletics and its role in bigher
education.

all~:rr:e~t~:~C:~i= ~

Catch this
Ted Kinnamon, a 1983 graduate of SItJ-C and member of
the SItJ-C Ultimate Frisbee T..m, r.I..... a pas. during
thl. w. .kend'. tournament, held behind Abe Martin Field.
The t ..m "Strip Score" won the tourney, which was
.pon.ored by the SItJ-C club t ..m "Full Till"

spot.

Evansville, 10-8, has won
nine of its last 10 dual matches.
The Purple Aces are led by
Academic All-American David
Petrie.

percent accounts for &0 percent of the athletics departmentbudget.
Swimming coach Doug
Ingram voiced his concerns
about the athletics department
being so dependent on student
fees.

"We should be able to
generate a much higher
percent of our income. I think
we should he more selfsufficent," he said.
All members of the panel
agreed that the main role of
Division I athletics is to bring
greater national exposure to
the University. SIU-C has
twenty sports in Division I,
with football being Division 1AA.

Se~ond-year golf coach
Diane Daugherty said the only
reason she had ever beard of
SIU-C was because of its
athletics program.
Welch said, "If one would go
back and check our admissions
the year after we won the
championship in football, they
tell me the enrollment increased."
McDaniel said the athletics
department is an extension of
public relations. "A Division I
sport will get more exposure,"
he said. "I think all schools
should have Division I sports,"
The department has formed
a Strategic Planning Committee to discuss which sports
should be supported. Committee members Ingram and
Cindy Scott, women's
basketball coach, said the
money-generating
sports
should be given top priority.
McDaniel said, "The
University really pushes the
idea that we offer everything.
I'd rather have fewer highly
competitive teams than
mediocre teams. "

High school days make pitcher, catcher feel at home
By Troy Taylor
Staff Writer

Michele Davidovich

Pitcher and catcher. They
are involved in every play ct"
the game.
The physical and ment.al
demands are greater than
those asked of anyone else on
the field.
For that reason a special
relationship
sometimes
develops between the two. This
tand.:m is often called the
"battery." The driving energy
that can power a team come;
from here.
The Saluki softball team has
in pitcher Lisa Robinson and
catcher Michele Davidovich
such a combination.
They have known each other
since eighth gr3d~ and played
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"We've been together
for so long that I know
when she pitches well
we can beat
anybody."
-Michele DaVidOVich

bigh school ball togethp.r at
Bethel Park, Pa., which is a
town of 34,000 in the south
suburbs of Pittsburgh.
Their long friendship was a
strong factor in Coach Kay
Brechtelsbauer's decision to
bring them both toSIU-C.
"We had a need to fill both

positions," Brechtelsbauer
said. "Plus they have worked
together for years. I felt they
could both help the program."
They already have made an
impact. Robinson has worked
her way into the starting
rotation, and Davidovich has
started three of the last four
games.
Robinson, a 5-foot-8 righthander, had an outstanding

~:k ca;:-. ~ert~~ s~~=~
Federation of High School's
record book. In fonr seasons
she was 58-18 with 'l:l shutouts
and nine no-hitters (five nohitters as a senior) .
She played five summers of
See HOME, Page 15

Lisa Robinson

